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A closer look at meditation: Challenging the attentional on different 

types of meditation: Challenging the attentional network on 

different types of meditative procedures 
 

Results: 

 

Meditation can be described as a special way to pay attention on a continuous moment to moment 

basis. Research has shown that meditation techniques are able to enhance attentional capacities. In 

this study we took a closer look at this relationship between meditation and attention. At first we 

developed three different assessment tools for the description of a medition practice without 

referring to any esoteric or religious aspects. A scale assessing the motivation of meditators was 

developed by the psychometric assessment of 550 meditators. Here a psychometric valid, highly 

reliable scale with a stable four factor structure could be developed. Regarding meditation practice 

it was necessary to differentiate between different types of attention cultivated in different 

meditation styles. The main dimension here was the difference between a narrow focused attention 

and a wide and open form of attention. This difference was assessed with several visual analog 

scales. 

Regarding the human attentional network three distinct systems of attention (alerting, orienting and 

executive control) are known. We recruited 25 long-term meditators and 25 sex and age matched 

controls. They were tested for their performance in each of the three networks by the attention 

network test (ANT) while EEG was measured to assess event related potentials (ERP) in relation to 

the ANT stimuli. 

We could demonstrate that meditators had a significant better performance on the executive 

component of the ANT (p<.05). There was no difference for the two other networks. Meditators 

practicing meditation with a narrow focus of attention showed a better performance in the executive 

control function of the ANT (r=.34) but the correlation failed to reach significance. 
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